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JfcLUSON LEAD
NEW ENGLANDHARRIERS HOME
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Jam CHASE BALL COMHRD, feettag thai every eifort should be made to curtail
the ovei--ciowded conditions at
the Saturday night dances, lias
limited attendance
in the future to Bates alumni, students,
and their guests.
With this
restrict ion, not only will dan«'ing he made more enjoyable,
but a. better atmosphere will
be creaked due to the absence
of "the unknowns".
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ROBKRT B. SWETT, Chairman £
9
CEASE HALL OOMMnSB, g"

New Hampshire Team Wins Title; Bates Fifth—' X
Garnet Leaders Score Decively Over Booth of *X
X
Maine and De Moulpied of N. H
0
x

On Monday.
November
9, ihe
Hales Cross-country
team,
defending the title sained last year, lost
io New Hampshire University over
:ho course at Franklin Park in Boston.
Individual
honors
however,
came to Bates when Norman Whltten, '32, captain of the Bates team,
was first over the tape, leading by
a few Inches his team-mate, Russell
Jellison, '33. Whitten who is doing
the best cross-country running of
his career, ran a splendid race, and
led De Moulpied of New Hampshire
to the finish by some
ten
yards,
taking his revenge for' the defeat at
With pleasant memories of the inthe New Englands last spring when ternational debate of last year with
the runner from
New Hampshire Germany, the student body will be
nosed Whitten out by five yards in a pleased to know that on December
fast and hard-fought two-mile run. 11, Ihe British University Union is
Jellison in placing second to Whit- wending two representatives here to
ten turned in a creditable piece of debate
the
question;
Resolved:
running against a select field which thai this team favors international
included Booth of Maine, who was agreemsnt for free
trade
among
fourth, Gunning of Maine who was countries. Those debating for
the
fifth, Raduazo
of New Hampshire British University Union are Stuart
who placed sixth, and Oilman of M. Craig, Union College, Nottingham,
1. T. who captured seventh place
and John Needham. St. John's, Durham University.
Both
men
have
i heir A. B. degree, and are interested
Fust linnin athletics including cricket, football, golf and hockey. Mr. Craig obWhitten crossed the tape in 27m
tained his honors
in
Philosophy,
.10 4-5s, and the next runners finishwhile Mr. Needham majored in Hised within
the following
minute.
tory. The Bates team will consist ol
Whitten and Jellison
ran
It sad)
John Carrol] 'tt,
and
Lawn
races, staying together most of the
Parker '.12. Both men are experienway, and keeping
right near
the
front, waiting until there were In.i ced debaters and are much interest100 yards to go before they made i.l in the subject. Mr. Parker is the
their final, and successful challenge manager of the men's debates. This
to De Moulpied who was leading r.t debate will take the place of' the
Holland debate which was to have
that time.
been on this date, but dtiich, due to
The finishing of Cole,
Furtwen- the unexpected necessity of one of
gler. Carpenter, and Allison brought I lie team's members being in Java,
Bates into fifth place.
was cancelled.

English Debaters
To Oppose Bates
Here In December
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Dr. j. Eo fclfe
Speaks in Chapel

§
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'Thtii «ia;>,
Nov.
12—Open
X Meeting, Men's Polifk-a Club.
X
Friday,
Xov.
1:1—Senior
g" Girls' Dame. Chase Hall.
X
Monday,
Xov. 1H—Concert,
S Sylvester Carter, Chapel.
Saturday,
Nov. :21—Junior
At the Chapel service last Monday 5
morning Dr. J. E. Elliss of the Bap- X Cabaret, Chase Hall.
Sunday,
Xov.
23—Vesper
tist Board of Education of the North- 0
ern Baptist Coin' nt inn spoke briefly X Service, Chanel
Monday, \ov. 2.t—Lecture,
on Ihe power of the Will. His talk K
«;:.-; summed irp In bis last sentence, X * 11.111.-1
Wednesday,
Nov. 2.-.—Be"Get thee behind ma, Satan." in the X
afternoon at a faculty meeting call- ll ginning Thanksgiving Recess.
ed especially for the occasion. Dr. WPBBBBBCWCMOaaBBBaaBCaBHBai
Elites spoke to Ihe members.

Discusses Power of Will—
Addresses Faculty

SECOND PLACE iN SERIES
GOES TO GARNET ELEVEN
BY 7-6 WIN OVER COLBY
King. Sores Touchdown, and Extra Point by
Valicenti Clinches Victory—Johnstone's Brilliant 78 Yd. Run Brings Colby Score

BATES VARSITY

Carroll and Parker are
Bates Speakers on
I'Yee Trade

MANCHURIA MENACES PEACE
OF WORLD PORTER SAYS
The address of Paul Porter, delivered last Wednesday
evening at
Chase Hall under the auspices
of
the Bates "Y", was one of many he
has given before countless colleges
and civic forums
throughout
the
United States. Though Socialism is
his main theme. Mr. Porter
talks
with
spirit and
conviction,
and
deals with a vital subject with little
of the antagonistic attitude generally associated with speakers on this
topic.
"Germany and Poland",
claims
Mr. Porter, "are in a serious state
of dissatisfaction,
and England is
but little better off. Russia, on the
other hand, seems tilled with spirited confidence and a hope
for the
future.
While in
other countries
there is immense unemployment, in
Russia today we find a shortage of
labor. Possibly
the standards
of
living are not
as high as those of
skilled laborers, yet in eight thousand miles there were
no
hungry
mouths, and all were clothed
and
housed.
Another generation
will
find them with leisure to enjoy, as
well as material benefits.
Europe declining
"Recently
many
distinguished
men have predicted
a collapse in
capitalistic regime.
Europe is in a
period of decline, and if it goes under it will drag the United States
down with it. Another
generation
and we will find Communism firmly
entrenched on our shores. This is
Hie third winter of what has proven
to be the greatest
economic crisis
in the history of the United States.
Today there are six or more million
unemployed
tramping the streets
looking for jobs that are not there.
If the year finishes at the present
rate, by the end of December there
will have been
fourteen hundred
bank failures with
a total loss to
depositors
of
approximately
one
billion dollars. There is no justifi-

for the seriousness
of this
!':>...<.. we can produce everything
we need
by work
of four
hours a day, five days in the week. I
Yet we have six to ten million people starving in the midst of plenty,
at least, in the midst of potential
plenty.

cation

Danger in Manchuria
"There
is now
a
materialistic
conflict in Manchuria which might
easily lead to war. It may become as
serious an affair as was the murder
of the Archduke In Serbia. Russia,
since she owns one-half share in a
railroad which runs through Manchuria, would probably be brought
into the conflict, and
France, England and America would all be vitally interested. When we consider
how easily the nations of the world
became
embroiled
in the
World
War of 1914, it is easy to see the
danger of the situation.
"But one solution remains to end
this existing struggle.
First of all
we must have international control
of all raw material and allocate it
according to the needs
of the nations. Secondly,
we must have an
internationalists
trade
association
to break down
tariffs
and tradebarriers, and third, rivalries between
nations must be ended. Last of all,
we must have an international control over the distribution and control of population. But until these
things are brought about,
we are
going to
hear the
rattle
of the
sword about
the rustle of
peace
treaty papers.
Mr. Porter's particular message to
college students was as follows:
"You who have
an opportunity
for a college education, you have a
chance, a road to knowledge, I sincerely hope some of
you at least,
will use your college careers for the
benefit of man's economical condition."

Rugged Peaks Appeal
To Women Mountaineers
By DAGMAR AUGUSTINUS
Director of Hikes for Women
The new system
of organization
in the Outing Club started off with
only an occasional expected difficulty
as the men and women directors of
various activities formulated their
Plans for the coming year. All seven
directors are now busy carrying out
these plans with the aid
of their
active Junior Board members.
With
the
Streaked
Mountain
climb in early October, our first attempt at a "mixed" hike was made,
after which the
men and
women
followed their separate programs as
outlined by their directors.
On October 18th, the women gave
an encouraging example of
their
keen enthusiasm in a Mt. Chocorua
climb with a party of sixteen co-eds
and four sporty chaperones. About a
week later October 18th on the night
of the full moon, the entire student
body and faculty made their first
vi3it to the new Thorncrag fireplace
at the Annual All-College Picnic. To
say that it seemed to gain the approval of Miss Roberts characterizes
the efficiency of the new system of
serving which was initiated at the

FOURTH BOW: Thorp. Jackson. Kay McClUSkey, Berry. Hall. Ben White. McCarthy, Har.il.l While. Apple!) v. Flymi. .I.kano... Secor. Manager
Isaacson.
THIRD BOW: Coach Morey, Fun-ell, Majhcii.v, Sn.it. Brown, Wilnionl, Shapiro. Goihani, Sprafke, kclley. Foster, kiiouh-s. Hit key.
SECOND BOW: Ralph HcClnskey, Coleman, Roche, Dillon, Valicenti, Gordon, Mnadelsti
King, Cfaamberla in, Williams, Dobravolsk) < 'lemons.
Dong.
FROXT ROW: Moynihan, Fireman, Loonier, Tooiney, Murphy, MacDonald, MrCIoud, Italia, Forlin, Soba.

picnic by the Junior Board workers.
With the exception of a series of
Sabattue overnight parties, the plans
of the Director of Woman's Hikes
cease until spring in order to give
a clear field for the Winter Carnival
and Winter Sports Directors. In the
spring two or three more
climbs
will be attempted,
perhaps Katahdin and Washington, if the men can
do them why can't we? To afford us
a little training for
these trips,
Charlotte Millert, an expert on fancy cooking, has offered to give the
women a number of lessons, a great
opportunity for would-be campers
and hikers.
The first of! the Sabattus
trips
started with the Senior party on Oct.
31st. Before it is too cold to heat
the cabin, the Junior women hops
to have a week-end
there,
which
will be the last of our tripe until we
once again doff cumbersome overcoats and stroll along the
campus
without rubbers.
(Editor's Note: This is the first
of a series of articles which will be
written for The Student by Outing
Club Directors.)

Whimsy and Vigor
Frosh Gridmen Up Alumna Wins
Mingle as Morey
Baker School
Against Powerful
Scholarship Burns the Dummy
Team-Tackle K. H.

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
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VARSITY PLAY CAST K
As
result of the ii-youts
belli lnsi Saturday afternoon,
Ihe following cast was chosen
(or the Varsity Play "Grumpy",
to be presented
in the Little
■neater, Dec. » ami IO:
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X
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By WILLIAM DUNHAM
Mr. Andrew BaWvaal
The Tuesday afternoon shadows
George Austin
heightened Into deep twilight
as
Mr. ririiesi Heron
Coach .Morey ran the football warJohn llaviil
riors of 19:11 through the season's
last practice. Husky voices barked
William
llawr
Ruddock
Afier winning lii ■ la il thre
out signals
that sent
dim
forms
in a decisive fashion, the tresbmi D
flitting like wraiths down the field j
Mr. JiH-flt
Henry 1M Vallee
gridmen are entertaining a tartar in
as Gil Clapperton struck up a stir-1
the Kent-s' Hill football team SaturMr. Valentine Wolf
ring march to lead a large body of i
X
day afternoon.
students
down the
track to take i
Robert Fit ter man
As a result of the 20-6 win over
their privileged
part
in the
last I
Dr. Maclaren . Richard Stetson
Bridgton Academy last Saturday affootball right of burning the dum- \
ternoon, Kents Hill remains as unmy—a Morey tradition. The acrid
Keble
Walter Gerke
disputed champions of
the Maine
odor of burning leaves scented the
Mcrriilcw
Russell
Milne
preparatory school conference. Earwarm night wind as it fanned the
ly in the season the Bates Jayvees
Dawson . . . Sumner Raymond
fire into
a blaze and awoke
the
were defeated by Hebron Academy,
spirits of our
more
sophisticated
Virginia Bulivant
but the latter team was just another
students.
Ruth Benliam
game for Kents Hill two weeks ago.
As the flames
curled
up
and
Mrs. Maclaren
Quarterback Pollard
together with,
writhed around
the body
of the
Mnrjorie Brlggs X
Polyclironides and Hobin have been ,
\j* °W°/t™ttJJ0,_te£* D™T
led
Susan
Dorothy Wills g
her own home in Kent's Hill. Be- battered dummy La Boyteaux
flashing for the academy all season.
sides her regular work of teaching fifteen rousing cheers for the fifteen
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
The freshman have looked strongXX
English and public speaking,
she seniors who had finished their last,
er in each successive game this fall.
practice and on the morrow would:
showed a keen interest in dramatics.
Pricher and Valicenti continue
to
play their last game for Bates. The'
The
effectiveness
with which she
shine in the baekfield along with the
rope parted and the blazing dummy;
produced well known plays was due
ponderous Stone in the line. A win
fell as Coach Morey blepped into the
largely
to
her
Influence
with
the
over Kents Hill would conclude a
center of the
ring to eulogize
in j
students
and
h3r
unusual
undermost successful season for the first
brief man-fashion
the
hard
but
Btan ling in regard
to
matters of
year men, their only loss to date
somewhat weary men who had won .
dramatic performances.
seven out of eight state series games, i
coming at the bands of Uridgton in
However coaching
a few
plays
Morey Speaks
the first game.
By WILLIAM DUNHAM
eacb year in Kent's Hill did not sa"I sometimes
think,"
he
saldj
"And they shall beat their swords
tisfy Mies Lane's artistic
interests slowly, "that it is a mistake for a
;
into plowshares"
was the Biblical
but only encouraged her to continue football team
to win
two
state
| her work in drama.
Her
unusual championships in a row because it theme of an Armistice week chapel
talk
by
Prof.
Gould
last
Monday
executive ability and
her skill
in leads the college to accept blandly
These words of the procoaching warranted the best of train- the sacrifice of classmates who are morning.
in the eighth
ing. Finally she decided to apply to taking bruises aud punishment that phet Isaiah spoken
century B. C. express the fugitive
the Baker School.
Bates may win more prestige."
The dramatic department at Yale,
Then in low and husky tones the hopa of millions of men and women
which was established in its present coach paid an honest tribute to his in 1931 as they prepare to commeform by George Baker, is considered Beniors who had run through their morate the Armistice Day that ended
declared
one of the finest institutions of its last practice for Bates. Concluding the greatest of all wars,
the speaker. And then with profesThe annual Red Cross drive at kind in America. Since the enroll- with a heart-felt wish for their fusional ease he removed
the bland
Bates will start the afternoon
of ment is limited, very few of the ap- ture success he turned and slipped Peace masque from our 1931 world
Miss
Lane is outside the dying circle of light to
Monday. November 16, under the plicants ever"-enter.
in receiving
this melt among the stalwart forms of and exposed the same jealous, susgeneral
direction
of Mr.
Walter highly honored
picious, and fear-crazed countenance
Stewart, Chemistry instructor. Th- amazing opportunity, and her friends his uniformed squad of gridmen—a
unwary
citizens in
and then that startled
drive will coincide
with a .similar wish her the greatest success in her moment of deep silence
the strains of the Alma Mater rose 1913.
movement to be made in the com- new undertaking.
The
War
to
Knd
All
Wars
:o:
once again
to stir the
hearts of
munity and also with a drive to be
those who heard. As the last note The war that was waged to end war
made throughout the country.
he asked. Then
tremulously died
away
the
ring —has it done it?
The students placed in charge of
broke up into silent little knots of calmly but with devastating accuraeach dormitory by Mr. Stewart are
at
students who wandered slowly off cy he aimed the rays of truth
as follows:
Chase
House,
Pearl
Littlefield, and Mary Swasey; Chethe field—awed by the virile
yet smoking facts of which the world at
large knows little. In 1931 the naney House, Josephine Barnett, and
tender spirit of football.
tions are spending more for arma:o:
Eda C. Orsano; Frye Street House,
ment than in 1913—notwithstanding
Angela
D'Errico;
Hacker House,
Interest is widespread in Lewis- M^SS THOMPSON the decreased purchasing power of
June Sawyer
and
Helen
Suitor;
the dollar. Then
quoting from the
Milliken House, Pauline Frew and I ton and Auburn and surrounding I
yearbook of the League of Nations,
1
\I7
Florence James: Rand Hall, Esther communities over the concert to be /-^IT TTTCT /"\TT \Z
I. W ♦ acting as a peace debunker he jolted
Jackson and
Gwendolyn Maxwell; given by Sylvester Carter in Chapel' (j \J to 1 KJC
the more ignorant and correspondWhittier House,
Beatrice Neilson, uext Monday night at 8:15 o'clock.'
ingly more blissful members of his
and Elizabeth McGrath; East Park- The advance sale of tickets presage
Miss Henrietta Thompson is to be audience from their childish
faith
er, Clayton
Hall;
West
Parker, a successful venture for the talented a visitor on campus for a few days
in Uncle Sam in the role of Peace
Walker,
Bernard Grant and Edward Prescott; Bates singer. Miss Grace
this week as the guest of the Y. W. maker by proving that the
United
reader,
lecturer, C. A. As student secretary for the
Roger Williams,
Bernard Loomer Negro dramatic
States spends more for armament
spirituals,
and Robert Carter; John Bertram, and authority on Negro
Maqua
division
which
comprises than any other nation in the world
H. O'Connor and O. Yeaton.
Off- who will assist Mr. Carter in his most of New England, Miss Thomptoday—the runners up for this powill
arrive
on
campus
Campus students may secure mem- concert,
son has gained popularity with the
Russia,
France, and
bership blanks at the College Store. sometime Friday, and will probably several Y. W. C. A.'s. While she is sition being
England respectively.
give personal interviews to students
Memberships are one dollar each.
here.
Miss'
Thompson
will
help
the
With a penetrating and
critical
during her stay here.
cabinet of the Y. W. C. A.
try to eye Prof. Gould next examined the
Tickets for students for Sylvester j
Carter's vocal concert next Monday, for the main floor are C-1.00 a seat, solve some of its problems and will disarmament conferences held since
night are now on sale in the CoUege j Prices for admission into the balcony also offer suggestions for the work the world war under the auspices
that the cabinet is doing at j>resej»t. of the League of Nations, f hew'ashBookstore or in the Ljferary. Prices | will be $.50 a ticket.

Kents' JlilfTkis Defeated
Hebron, Bridgton
Lasl Game

A ter a year of study at the Baker
School of Drama,
Yale University, Charlotte Lane '27 has rel ;i a holarship qualifying her
for extensive work ai this famous
Institution.
Ulse i.ane was
an
outstanding
while she was at Bates. Although she participated
in
many
college functions, elm was especially
interested in the Y. W. C. A. and the
: A Players.
Directly after graduation from
college, Miss Lane took a
special
course at the Jordan Marsh Department Store in Boston
which
prepared her for a position as Industrial
Secretary at the Y. W. C. A. in New
London. Conn. When she had worked for a year In this place, she re-

I5» RANDOLPH WKATHKRBEK
Utter a rough and hectic struggle
in which Armistice Day sentiments
were
forgotten
and
throughout
which forward passes were falling
like bombshells on the Bates sector,
the
Bobcat aggregation outfought
Colby to take a second place in the
State Series by a 7-6 victory in the
final game.
From the opening kick to Valicentl'a short gain on the last play of
the season the game was a thrilling
battle and those fans who had anticipated a mere punting duel received a startling surprise.
Johnstone ran the kickoff back 10
yards and Foley got six more around
the Bates right end, and then Chick
Toomey, in the first of several remarkable tackles
that
he
made,
I brew Foley for a loss and
Foley
punted on the next play.
Brown made Bates' first gain but
was -topped on the next play. Chamberlain
kicked
40
yards.
Foley
threw the first of the flock of Colby
passes and Brown knocked it down.
Foley. already a triple threat man,
tried around left end and then punted.
Colby held and Chamberlain ipunted
to Thomas ingide the Bates
territory. It looked dangerous, but
Toomey
and
Chamberlain
threw
Foley and Violette for losses and
Foley's next pass failed. Then Foley
punted.
MeCluskey went
In at fullback
when I ha Bates attack had gained
only three yards, but he got oft a
tough kick and the ball was Colby's
inside the Bates 30 yard line. Thomas nearly got away and the Colby
fans went wild as he advanced 12
yards.
Foley threw two desperate
passes but both were incomplete and
the tide had turned a bit as MeCluskey went straight
through
for a
first down for Bates and nearly got
another. When Colby got the ball
again ". was on her own t'O yard
TTTTe "ami THe nUDger" Dad "passed"" l<fT~~
the time. Then with two minutes to
go Colby sent in two fresh backs and
they scampered for a first down berealized what was
fore the crowd
happening, but the quarter ended
without a score.
The second quarter
The second quarter opened with a
suggestion of the thrills that were
to come.
Punts
were exchanged.
King gained seven, Valicenti's pass
was incomplete. King
gained
18
yards, another pasfi failed and then
Valicenti's pass to Jekanoski made a
fir*t
down.
MeCluskey
crashed
through for another on Colby's 10
yard line,
and then King romped
around right end for an easy touchdown. After Valicenti
kicked
the
goal, it looked as though the game
had been won.
But the unexepected happened. On
the kickoff Johnstone received the
ball on his own 20 yard line, fumbled, and then picking up the ball
ploughed through
the mixup
and
emerged with three Bates men at his
heels. Down the field he raced but
Brud
King
overtook
him
and
brought him down with a desperate
lunge on the three yard line. On the
next play Peabody took
it
over.
Continued on page 4 column 3

Professor Qould Speaks
On Disarmament Problems

Red Cross Drive
Under Mr. Stewart
To Start Monday

Interest Runs High
In Carter Recital

I

ington conference of '21 only established the ratio in which the leading powers should build their battleships. The Peace conference of '27
failed entirely, and the highly-touted
disarmament conference of 1930 set
a parity standard whereby the United
States actually has to
build
war
ships in order to disarm!
Problems Facing Us
Problems confronting the coming
disarmament conference in February—continued Prof. Gould—are the
same problems that broke
up the
conference of 1930.
Joan of Arc
wants security before disarmament,
while good old Uncle Sam with les3
at stake and consequently with more
idealism
wants disarmament
for
security. Joan too with characteristic coyness holds out against
the
rest of
the powers
on global vs.
categorical tonnage eo that ehe may
have submarines
to
protect
her
coast—and command respect from
England. Moreover
as the emancipated woman of today she demands
parity with Mussolini as to ships and
prestige. Then finally John Bull and
Uncle Sam have
their own little
score to settle in regard to parity,
while their
Eastern
Comrade
In
ships continues to press for a bigger
ratio and more power. These national
crosscurrents, hopelessly conflicting,
may well cause the optimists who
see the Dove of Peace already descending, to reconsider — and look
again.
The only hope for the world, concluded Prof. Gould, lies in our
youth. The organizations of youth in
Russia, combined with that in Italy,
and the college students the world
over must band together an social
confidence if we are ever to beat
our swords into plowshares.

' .
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Oo college students think?
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Robert LaBoyteaux,
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college students ever say what they
Women's Editor
think? We expect to find definite inDorothy Puee,
formation In that
light Thursday
(Tel. 3207)
night. November 12. at 8 P. M. in
Debate Editor
room S. Libbey Forum. That will be
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The Library System
Prom The Women's Viewpoint
The new library system with segregation as its dominant feature
was Inaugurated the latter part of
last year and has been functioning
long enough tor unprejudiced student criticism to be formulated. The
most socialised Cat's woman who
daily frequents Coiaitt Library must
admit that the plan of assigning the
women to separate reading rooms is
superior to the old order. For a time
the Library was In danger of being
voted the most popular rendez-vous
of Hates students. To-day. the comparative qnietneae of the reading
rooms, the rustic of. turning pages
and the efficiency of the desk give
to the Library the atmosphere that
should be an Integral part of all
places reserved for study.
The privilege t<> frequent the Library three nights (luring the week
has been appreciated by the women.
In two hours and a half an assignment is efficiently completed whore
formerly an entire evening was
more or leas •rasted In study flavored with dormitor] discussions. The
very nature of the Library is more
conducive to concentrated study. If
the Library force canjneej the situa"rTOTi Wfl liollt "iioni; • loo much TTYerhurdencd. evening hours five nights
a week WOUld be an ideal situation.
Many programmes are so arranged
that on the evening when three
library courses must be prepared the
portals of Corain are opened to the
men. Admitted thai
the situation
should be anticipated, yet college
life is always crowded and procrastination is a weakness common to
many of the student body.
Not until the women realized the
difference evening library hours
made m budgeting the lime devoted
lo study was much attention given
to the library schedule. Now it Is
suggested that if the Library were
open seven-forty hour on Monday It
would be a decided advantage. The
limited number of books and the
large number of students who must
use them bakes it impossible for
each one to have direct access to a
book. Since week ends are not governed by. Hathom bell that extra
library hour, although not an absolute necessity, would be a convenience.
The new laws definitely state
that any wont.in who is not doing
reference work must betake herself
to the second floor. It often happens
that a fifty page assignment requires
only a few pages from each of several different books: yet one must
go upstairs and at fifteen minute intervals trip down again to exchange
the book. If the women had been
fairer in cooperating with the librarians undoubtedly this police patrol
system, which absolutely prevents
one from using the reference room
except for reference work, would
never have been enforced. The Library should be primarily a place to
a browse about for the most valuable informal ion
is sometimes Incidentally happened upon in general
reading.
Coram Library is such an essential
part of the educational system at
Bates that it is desirable to evolve
a plan which will most adequately
serve the majority.
D. G. F.
From The General Viewpoint
The Student has seen til to devote
its discussion to the library this
week becatt.se ii believes. »m, president Cray, that the library is "The
Centra] Power Station of tho College". In the first part of this editorial the matter is treated by the
Women's Editor; in a few weeks the
opinions of eight undergraduates,
who are now arriving a4 their conclusions independently of The Student, will be printed in the Inquiring
Reporter column: the latter part of
this editorial will deal with the matter from the general viewpoint.
Of course, every student must
realise that the- fundamental reason
Ear inadequate library facilities &
16 b& tOood is a lack of funds to
Hiftfiort tifjse faciliUe*.
The Stuiifit intirs. into rcccraaendicg <*-ti'.i ilicgsi for tie library wlta the
unverified aseiinptioc that soss* redistribution cf tbe items in th» budget may allow greater eape=diture6
for library ssrvicSfe.
Criticise directed at tie library
are a* ic'.lows: fl) It is act cper
rKttuifi Lcur* it tit isy to ?i*ei£6

-"illicit use atudenta would make at

it; (2.) The number of reserve . . >]
is too small, with the result that
lessons are carelessly and spasmodically done, when the books may be
procured; (3.) The permanent library staff is overworked under the
present system when an extra night
a week is added to the working
hours of each member of the staff;
(4.) Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday evenings when reserved books
are given out to both men and women, the librarian in charge nee..'! a
.student helper to give more efficient
service to waiting lines of students.
Statistics asked by The Student
from library authorities reveal that
for the first seven weeks of the present year, there has been an increase of 1241 books circulated over
a similar period for last year. Figures also show that an average of
100 students use the library on
nights when it is open to men and
women. This means that the librarian in charge must give out books
to that many students. This figure
does not include the number who
line up for books to be J-V«Ti Vn:
over-night. With students generally
coming into tl>a- library in groups
it is not hard to Imagine that such
an amount/of work is too much for
one pens^xn to handle.
Of this 100 nightly average, which
was computed over a period of 15
Dights. about 40 per cent are women, showing that the library
is
well patronized by the women on the
nights it is open to them. Statistics
also show that the circulation of
books in the daytime has not fallen
off at all because of increased use
at night.
It need not be pointed out too
strongly that access to the library
for only two hours a night constitties a great handicap on those with
two or three library courses. Ideally, the library should he open
from eight o'clock In the morning
until 11 o'clock at night, without
being closed for noon periods
or
early at night.
It may be unfair to the women to suggest that a return be
made to the old system in which the
women were given no access to the
library at nights. The Student is not
in favor of such a procedure, in
view of the figures that show women
patronize the library to a great extent three nights a week. It may
not be too much to suggest to the
administration that women be given
permission to remain in the library
until 9.40 o'clock, thus giving about
an extra half hour of study.
T>.°.C

armament Council.
This student council is fearful
It s: the thinking capacity of youth
be destroyed in future war. They
would rather youth used it now to
:>y all possibility of future war.
No more stimulating ideal could
be hoped for. than to work for the
ubstantial reduction of world armaments. Tax-burdened peoples demand
the lightening of armament costs.
Seventy-five cents of every tax dollar
goes to pay for war! The financial
and economic system of the world is
sagging under the strain of the last
war. The enormous growth of armaments produces only a sense of insecurity and fear. It breeds international distrust and enmity.
The part which college students
can play In eradicating war evils is
of major importance. Arthur Henderson. English statesman,
writes
"Responsibility in this direction
above all. lies in the universities,
alleges, and schools of the different
•lat'.op.s. There, relatively free frosi
he pressing duties which absorb the
of most men and women in
their adult !iv,>s\ are those who can
study this question on its merits. As
a result of their sudy the weight of
youth will be thrown into the scales
for either progress or retrogression."
The weight of youth. . . for either
progress or retrogression. There lies
our challenge. Will we. here at
Bates College, aid in* building up a
public opinion simultaneously with
our fellow students throughout the
nation for world peace?
A disarmament campaign among
the colleges is a practical move at
this time. It directly proceeds the
near world disarmament conference.
The public opinion built up in large
part by college students the world
over will influence statesmen to the
sired goal. Are we to use our intellects now to this end. or are we to
end the use of our intellect for all
time in future war?

Spain offers something new in
constitutions. For one thing the now
OL'S|tuition reveals a new system of
(becks and balances. The check on
the president's power is not vested
in any legislative or judicial depart
ments but strangely enough in the
hands of the people. The constitution states that power to consummate
international treaties is vested in the
president. ,but since political and
commercial treaties are affairs of
great Importance to the public treasury, they must be approved by the
Cortes. Otherwise the citizens need
HOf obey Ibein. If the check is put into operation at any time we venture
to say that the system will be all
checks and no balances. On the basis of that provision, hot-headed
revoluliottists may have fuel to incite rebsllion and revolution.
By far. the outstanding feature of
the constitution is contained in the
provision that the president can declare war only if it is in accord with
the law of the League of Nations,
is beyond question defensive, and is
first submitted to arbitration by tho
league. Such constitutional provisions on the part of other nations
wouii guarantee the League a position as a superstate, and would fulfill the fondest desires of the superstate theorists. The importance of
this recognition of League sovereignly diminishes somewhat by the fact
that any war in which Spain may be
engaged would in all probability be
purely defensive.
Had Japan, for example, taken
such a step, the League would un
doubtedly make a more impressive
AN OPEN LETTER showing
in the Japanese-Manchurian
November 10. 1931 situation. Right now that particular
Mr. XV. Whidden Johnson
dispute would be unuer arbitration
Editor-in-Chief
by the League. As it is, Japan feels
The Maine Campus
. .
more vitally the economic pressure
University of Maine
involved than she does any sanction
of the League.
Dear Mr. Johnson:
I hope you will believe at the outThe political atmosphere of the
set of this open letter to you that it
is written with all thought of friend- United States right now has a deliness between The Campus and The cidedly Democratic tinge. New JerStudent, The reason of my writing sey and Kentucky recently elected
to you is to ask your enquiry into a Democrats to their respective guberfew statements concerning our Mr. liational chairs; congressional elecRalph Long made by your columnist, tions harbinger a Seventy-second
Mr. Harry Paul in Sportitudes of Congress led by Democrats; the
leading presidential aspirant of the
your November 5th issue.
Democrat party. Governor Roosevelt
Mr. Paul writes that he has the of
New York, saw his forestry protruth of Mr. Long's personal, and
overhelming carried at the Emnot public, affair with the Bates ject
College faculty, but in reality Mr. pire state polls.
Roosevelt, of course, may well be
Paul only surmises. He implies that
Mr. Long was made ineligible for satisfied with the situation. The
football because of Socialistic ac- elections in his state add greatly to
tivities, but Mr. Long is first to ad- his prestige and the accompanying
mit that 6uch is not the case. Per- publicity reveals him as far in tho
sonally. I can attest that Bates is van of other Democratic presidential
as tolerant of. progressive thought as p.sibilities.
is any other college.
Advisory Committee made the error
But whatever Mr. Long did say of at first imposing too great a
to Mr. Paul is of no concern to us. penalty, that is extraneous from the
The important fact for you and me point in discussion.
in that Mr. Long was not told he was
The point is. that since we, who
speaking for publication, and still Know the facts and the situation,
mo^re. important, that he expressly have not "seen fit to include a disasked that no publicity be given him cussion of an affair that neither aids
on the matter.
the individuals involved, our colIs it not a major tenet of journal- lege, nor yours, have we not a right
istic ethics that, 9r6t, the person to expect that outside papers will
Interviewed be told he is speaking not agitate the matter and distort
for publication, and second, that the facts, especially when that pafaith be ke.pt with him in matters per is of a eister college with whom
sot far publication? We admit that wt deeire tb6 iscst a~:cab!8 Of ieela breach of new^papfer <ode is all !=f£?
r!*ht for the WAtertiU* Seatise! and
With fall realization of your'
Ot&et such 2i6tt4pcUUn tabloids, problem.
editor. : wast you to
but We are deeply grieved tftai one know that2ionly
a wisb that friendot;your subordinates should do co in liness between Bates
and Maine ba
your paper,
not disturbed prompts me to write
Fof ybnr personal information this letter to you. and J hope you
niay.I aajr ttttt lit-. Long's offense
accept It in the spirit in vbicl
against unwritten laws of the college ■will
«.*. is sent.
was i.v«ry =ui*r one indeed, but ai
Respectful:-/ yours, ,
;?alCniy I'.tii-iit ele ta ian-dle iz
VAis?.v atiufri,
Uie Ad-ritofy woe.lai-.Ue, a»d if -.06

Edncr the Bates Student.

REa-lly?-- My DEar-... . Many
of our student* from "over the-river" j
are proud to know. .. That... Even
tho' the Colby game isn't to be ofERCOLLEGtATE
ficially broadcast. . . Over the rolling
ether wavesPunk Jordan will
volunteer his services for "no . - ,
No good?. - . Eve Young. . . And ber]
candy-stick coat... Sweet...No es
verdad?
Prexy seemed to be
laboring under his usual quandary
last Sat... Almost came to Chase
By MARY K. HOAfJ
arrayed in his very Sunday-best
formal attire. - , Thot it was time1
for the Junior Cabaret. . . We wonDelta Uamma Sorority at the
der
Awfully... Whether or not, University of Missouri is ItoWfi
Frauiein Von Mueller. . . Is planning ; popular sorority, due to the fact that
on the founding of a "Nudist Cult" rte members will not permit their
on Campus. . . She would wait until; escorts to spend more than five
next Spring. . . Because otherwise ' cents for a drink at the soda founmany of us would catch "cult .... tain.
Imagine the embarrassment of the
Two men at the University of Misnewlv-born chick.... When it dis- souri have announced their intention
covered that its first little panties of letting their beards grow, unless
were "down". - . Blow me down.
Maybury's new salutation... Remi- the co-eds wear modified Eugenie
niscent of jolly old England. . Thus- styles.
ly... Tally-Ho... Imagine gluttonCount Felix Von Luckner. noiie
This week. . . Due to the necessity ous Ted Brown. . . On a milk diet.
of an absence-by the Big Boss of the That's a hot one. . . So's the milk. . other than the famous Sea Devil, is
to lecture the students of Northcolumn... Week-ending (?).-• His Sprechen-Sie Deutsch. Stenzil?
very industrious. . . And brilliant. . . Those of you who have received un- eastern. It will be remembered that
the Count disguised his famous sailAssistant... Takes the tremendous favorable publicity
this ing vessel, the Sea Eagle, as a dilaburden upon his own manly should- back-biting source. . . May Thru
find
coners. . . And thus lays himself open to solation in considering the plight of pidated sailing vessel. In this way
he sent more than 500,000 tons of
severe criticism.... Draw up your
eraser. . . Or a blotter. . . Both enemy ships to Davy Jones' locker.
stools. . . And here she blows. . . Ac- an
are
constantly
being
put
on
the
cording to all the shreds of broken- spot... The inside story on Balawere called off recently
down humanity... It looks as tho' no's late return to our glorious Cam- in Elections
the freshman class at Purdue, beMaine is State Champ... Ah, well
. . . It's not the greatest honor. . . pus. . . This fall... 16 the story of1 cause in some preliminary decision,
Perhaps. ■■• In the generations to tour months in a foreign jug. . . Due 180 votes were cast by 132 freshmen,
come. . . This stigma will be forgot- to the presence of another "jug" in ; More dirty politics controling colten... We must be brave... Buck Balano. . . Vodka you think of that?| lege elections and among innocent
up. . . And in the words of Tennyson . . .Clemons looking for a date with! freshmen at that.
. . . Roses are red. . . Violets are a good girl last Sat. . . Tha best he
Philip Belise '32 holds the unique
blue. . . Sugar is sweet. . . And do could do was get a good date. . . Yea' distinction at Holy Cross as being a
you mind sand in your Spinach... verily. . . Kirby claims that he isn't one-man clans. This class is the only
Jean Wilson's noon-day express. . . putting out more money for a better |; Greek section extant in the Senior
Awfully popular... Last week we orchestra because no more would I year. If this one student cuts, does
had a swell crack in this column. . . attend the social function anyway. . . I the prof, have the hour off?
But is was cut... Went something My Gawd.... Parker didn't dance
like this. . . "Aren't those cows pret- every one with Skip last Sat. . . JuGeorge B. Lane of the class of
ty?"... "Not unless you're a bull, nior Cabaret sold out. . . There is 1883. the first business manager of
sir". . . But we don't dare to try to no depression. . . No. . . It's just a j The Vermont Cynic, has been a subput it in again. . . Gil's Music Mas- panic... Eaves-dropping may be a ! scriber to it ever since it was first
ters did a pretty fair piece of work habit with us. .. But in Cheney it's ; published that year. During all this
on "You Rascal, You" last Sat.... a pleasure. . . Paging Polly and Mar-i time he has kept a complete file of
You'd never guess it to look at him tha... Until' the telephonic conver-jal| j,is COpjes.
. . . But Jackson tella the story sation comes to a 6weet denouement
After looking over two foot stack
'bout the cannibal chief. . Who said. ... About time Open Forum brokej
"Wish there'd be another ship-wreck out with some asinine letters on of college papers which came from
soon—I need another dose of "Compulsory Chapel".... Why. Oh all parts of the country, we have
'salts' "... Julia, the eminent "Agri- why. . . . Does the student body at- reached these conclusions:
culturist"'. . . I realize that this is tempt to buck the inevitable?
mis-spelled. . . But you knew what The Mountain doesn't seem to be re- have an elaborate ending... But I
it .meant, didn't you?... Betty of ceiving its usual workout. . . . , Too can't think of one which would plea„ the Big Boss. . . Upon his return
Whittier. ... Such unaffected inno- bad those who have gone before sa
cence. . Doesn't REALly know ANY- aren't still here. . . Ed Milk. . . Still.
. So this is it. . .
thing or ANYone on CAMpus at ALL hanging on. . . I realize that I shotnidi'
NUCLE SAMMIE
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To the Editor of THE STUDENT:
Kir:
In the "St.udent" of Sept. 30, appsafd an nrti'•!<• entitled "Needed
... of election Proposed by
"Tli.. BtttdMIt", In tills article a new
election plan was proposed which
was a great step In advance of the
system in use at the present time a<;
it called for one general election
with a well regulated ballot system
As the system was such a step forward, the three boards of the wometr-'s organizations, namely, the
Women's Athletic Association, Y. W.
C. A. and Student Government appointed a joint committee to discuss this proposed plan. The committee, consisting of two representatives from each board, was as follows: Muriel Bliss. Elsie Seigel.
Frances Cronin. Deborah Thompson,
Evelyn Rolfe, Lucille Jack. This committee voted to approve the system
with the following recommendations:
I. That nominating committees
be used rather than nomination-from the floor. The system of nominating committees is the one in u.s-.
with the women's organizations at
the present time, and it is felt that
a fairer chance is given to each girl
than in haphazard nominations from
the floor.
II. That the use of nominating
committees ■ be recommended In
clase elections. When this has been
done in class elections of recetr
years, it has been very successful.
III. That members of each class
vote for the whole board in the organizations such as the Y. W. C. A.,
W. A. A. and Student Governmetr.
and not only for the representative,
from their own class. The committee
hopes that its suggestions will be
considered before the new system
is finally drawn up to .be voted upon
by the student body.
Respectfully,
.Ml'KIKL BLISS, *S8.
In spite of depressions, collet.
endowments grow larger each year.
Harvard, ranking first, has an endowment amounting to $108,000.000; Columbia $77,000,000; University of Chicago. $50,000,000.
M. I. T. $31,000,000; Stanford, $3".000,000: University of Taxes, $27,
000.000.

"I insist on
Lucky Strike
"There's nothing like o microphone to
show up the voice in its true colors. So
I insist on Lucky Strike—the cigarette
that I know will be kind to my throat.
And you've certainly scored
another hit with your new style
Cellophane wrapper that opens
so easily."

QJLU-

Sally Ellers will always call this her
big year. First, she learned to rly a
plane. Then she married and found
domestic bliss. Then she made a
smashing success in "Bad Girl." As
a reward Fox is co-starring her in
"Over tho Hill."

* *****
Made of the finest tobaccos —The
Cream of*many Crops-LUCKY STRIKE
alone offers the throat protection of the
exclusive "TOASTING" Process which includes the use of modern Ultra Violet Rays
— the process that expels certain harsh,
biting irritants naturally present in every
tobacco leaf. These expelled irritants
are not present in your LUCKY STRIKE.
"They're oof—so they_ can't be inT' No wonder
LUCKIES are always kind to your throat.

Copr.. 1931.
The Amertcsn
Tobacco Co.

MOISTURE-PROOF
CELLOPHANE
= £2.'ad Tight-Ever MgM
the Uniqec Humidor Package

Zip-Ami H* open!
And Moistr.-3-P.-cs? Ceilaphsr.s Ksses
thxi "Toasted" Flavor Ever Fre«h
"iCKS-WMthe Iracky Strfk* Casxe Boca, ***ry Istsday
IfcaM4a-y aad-Satttrday t>veaiag over V. B. C. aetwo?i«."^'

I

£52*ha -ayrttdkai*sfeosX:z"!zp
'-*3?-;k=ga- Molidewncxcoe«f?
^Ht! ycor tfeunjb. Too:- ©f? tfts oifca;- hedf. Staote.
tfeitek, 23p| Tftaf s c!t. UrJoje*! Ws-ojsead lr. d~s*Ppof, !ncrstyra-pr©ofy ganr.-eroef Cs-'Iochar.e^
Clean, protected, nocrt, FRSSH!-wh=* eocSd be
mere metfarp than LUCKIIS' 3tpBr*ve<£ Kuntidet

TAB is-,yoor ffn£er nan protection*
■-.•„•■■-*• -h.iwLfc:r..tt -...
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T#E RATES STUDENT. WEDNESDAT. XIVEMBER
Freshinea
Garnets, Frye, c. f.; Murray, r I ■
Rich, 11.; McKenney, r w.; Oliver,
l. w.; Thorpe, c. h.; Harmon, F •
r h :
Bates * 1. h.; Webb, r. f.;
Redlon. 1. f.; Williams, g.
Blacks, McCarthy, c. t.; Gearing
r. 1.; Avery. 1. i.;
Hughes, r. w.;
Springer. 1. w.; Durell, c. h.; Harmon. C, r. h.;
Dean, 1. h.;
May,
r. f.; Macllroy * 1. f.; Clements • g.
* not taking for W. A. A.
The Women's Athletic
Associa-,
Archery Scores
tion held its second annual High'
The highest scores in archery up School Play Day, Saturday,
Nov.
to date are Irma Raymond—130, 7th. The Bates girls entertained i
Lynda Bedell—118, Alice Chandler three representatives and a coaci.
—11G. Mildred Moyer—107.
from each of the following high i
Exi cutive Committee —
schools: Lewiston, Auburn. Norway.!
To save time and to help the Rumford. Monmouth,
South Port-!
board, the president has appointed land, Gorham, Turner Center, Gray!
and
Greene.
%an executive committee whose duty
The program for the day's actiit is to consider all problems pro
and con and to present them to the vities was:
whole board for consideration. The ' 9:00-9:30 Inspection of campus
members of this committee are Emi- '9:30-9:45 Registration and division of the delegates into color
j ly Finn, president. Rosie Lambertteams in Rand gymnasium.
son '32, Deb Thompson '33, and To9:45-10:15 I. M. U. R. Party in
by Zahn '34.
Rand gymnasium where the deColby Play Day
legates not only had an opportuIt given us great pleasure to acnity to meet each other but also
cept the invitation to attend a Winto meet many of the Bates women.
ter Sport.s Play Day at Colby College
on January sixteenth. Two years ago 10:15-11:15 Track meet on Rand
Athletic Field,
Bates gave a Play Day to Maine,
Marjorie Boothby, '33. Chairman.
New Hampshire and Colby. Besides
Archery and Tennis for the visithaving lots of fun, a resolution was
ing coaches, led by Miss Kathleen
made that each icollege attending
Sanders.
should reciprocate by giving in turn 11:15-11:45
Apparatus and Tumba similar day for the other guest
ling Demonstration by the Bates
colleges. Last year we sent delegates
women in Rand Gymnasium.
to Maine and at the present time are
Deborah Thompson. '33,
Chairlooking forward to great sport at
man.
Colby.
11:45-12:15 Rest periods
Golf Lessons
A discussion group for the coach
The pro at Martindale is to give
conducted by Professor
Walmsgolf lessons this winter at fifty cents
ley.
a lesson. However, he feels that It 12:15-1:15 Lunch in Rand Gymnawill not be worth his while If he
sium for the guests and all the
does not have at least ten pupils.
Bates women who helped
with
Those who are interested will please
the program.
sign on the slip which is posted in 1:15-1:45 Stunts in Rand Gymnathe front hall in Rand
sium by the visitors.

W.A.A. Play Day
Is Feature Of
Girls' Program

We may all look forward this
week for a lot of excitement daring
the Garnet and Black games. It its
the first time that the new system
has been tried out as a sport rather
than on paper. You all may be congratulated for having so many people out for hockey. The teams that
were chosen last week are:
Seniors
Garnets, M. Griggs, c. f.; r. i.;
Jackson, 1, i.;
Lambertson, r. w.;
1. w.; Cronin, c. h.; Cousins, r. h.;
1. h.; Howe, r. f.; Best, 1. f.
Blacks, Goddar-d, c. f.; r. i.: I. i.;
Hellier, r. w.; Maxwell, 1. w.; c. h.;
Finn, r. h.;
Critchell, 1. h.; r. f.;
Smith, 1. f.; g.
Juniors
Garnets, Ranlett, c. f.:
Diggery,
r. i.; Hinds, 1. i.;
Benham, r. w.;
Johnson, 1. w.; Thompson. D., c. h.;
Boothby. r. h.; Barnett, 1. h.; Morong, r. f.; Lewis, 1. fl; Augus'inns,
g., Sub Gilman.
Blacks, Melcher, c. f.;
Brackett,
r. i.; Ogden, 1. i.;
Gonant, r. w.;
Purington, 1. w.; Cutts. c. h.; Harris,
r. h.; Shapiro, 1. h.; Penney, r. 1.;
Curtis, 1. f.; Irish, g.. Subs—James,
Lord, Sonstroem.
Sophomores
Garnets, Geddes, c. f.: Bowman.
r. i.; Grover. 1. i.; Wheeler, r. w.;
Shorey, 1. w.; Brackett, c. h.; Abbott,
r. h.; Crockett, 1. h.; Fuller * r. f •
York, 1. f.; Rice * g.
Blacks, Goodwin * c. f.; Reid. r.
i.: Chick, 1. i.; Proctor * r. w.; Longfellow. 1. w.; Zahn. c. h.; Conley *
r. h.; Crawford, 1. h.; Johnson, r. f.;
Wells, 1. f.; Bumpua, g.

£A.&$ ftife&f-
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1:45-2.45 Games on Rand Athletic
Field — Club
Snatch,
Sisters,
Crows and Cranes, and Tag-football.
Announcer, Mina Critchell. '32
Group Leaders: Julia Briggs, '32 I
Frances Ooain. '32
Rosamond Melcher. '33
MaeFarlane Outlines
2:45-3:15 A demonstration of Speed-!
ball on Rand Athletic Field by •
Year's Meetings
the Bates women.
Rosamond Melcher. '33. Referee
.\hu-Farlane Club held a very inAlso Ping-pong and
Badminton
in Rand Gymnasium coached by teresting meeting last Monday in
I.ibby Forum. The Scandinavian
Professor Walmsley.
program was
under the
3:15-3:30 A goodbye party in Rand music
direction of Lucile Foulger, who
Gymnasium.
spoke on the music of Sweden, NorBoth the visitors and the Bates way and Northern Germany. Inge
women who participated in the va- Von Muller sang a group of Scanrious games entered into the origi- dinavian songs.
Ruth Barrell prenal purpose of Play Day. that is, the siding at the piano played compospirit of good sportmanship. The sitions of Grieg. A violin selection
Bates organization does not believe "Asa's Death", from the Peer Gynt
in competitive sports
for high suite was played by Norman De
school girls and hopes that these
annual play days may instill in the Marco.
The clubs program for the coming
girls a lovu of playing for the sake year will be: November 16—Modern
of play alone.
Much of the success of the affair Music: Chairman. Gertrude White.
is due to the work of Frances Brar- December 7 — Christmas Party;
January
kett '31. Rebecca Cousins '3 2. mem-: Chairman. Muriel Gower.
18—Shakespeare in Music; Speaker.
ber of the program committee, and Prof.
Robert Berkehnan. February
Rosemary Lombertson '32 and Ruth
Johnson '31 who was on the hos- 15—Faculty Night; Chairman, Mrs
Robert Berkelman. February 29—
pitality committee.
American
Folk Song;
Chairman,
Sylvester Carter. March 7—Humor
in Music; Chairman. Muriel McLeod.
Jordan Scientific
March 21—Lenten Service;
Chairman. Professor Seldon Crafts. April
The Jordan Scientific Society held IS—"The Flying Dutchman"; Speakits first meeting of the year in Car-j er, Dr. Leonard. May 16—Concert;
negie Science Building
Monday Chairman, Gwendolyn Spear.
night at 8:00 o'clock.
Alethea Club
The club is planning many interThe first regular meeting of
esting programs to feature the
years* work. The members are look- Alethea Club was held at Rand Hall
ing forward to their part in the Tuesday night. Dorothy Wills gave
numben
of
readings
which
Scientific- Exhibition which always a
marks the worth of the club on ! were enthusiastically received. Amy
campus and attracts much favora- Irish and Virginia Moulton played
ble comment from those interested I two duets on the piano. The club has
decided to discuss contemporary litin science.'**

Bates Societies
Begin Programs

erature this year. Helen Hamlin will
hare charge of the programs for
the year.
Sodaiitas Latins*
Sodalitas Latinas varies its customary program by giving a bridge,
Tuesday,
November 8.
Mildred
Robertson also entertained some
Senior girls who were the guests of
the Club.
The Women's Politics Club held
its regular meeting Monday night at
Libby Forum. Mildred Mover had
charge of the program and spoke on
the subject of "Disarmament". The
following meetings will include further discussions of this problem.

If jou are undecided as. ho* to
spend next summer profitably hefe
is a eug&esUon.
PM[fc? afe Mint
made to Inaugurate in ifity, 193*. a
summer school at San Marcos Uni*
versity in Lima, Peru. It will be
conducted in the same way as those
held in the United States. You will
have the opportunity to study at the
oldest university in the Western
Hemisphere, besides enjoying a cool
climate, as it is winter in Peru at
this time.
■ .
Three students at the Lmversity
of Vermont will make a campus
study to see if a cut system is needed tii ere.
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Frocks for
PORTSWEAR
INNER
GRIFFON CLOTHES^ FOR MEN
'Charge Account Service

10D-111 Lisbon St..

Lewiston. Maine.

CORTELL'S

Hecker-Franson Needlecraft Shop
WE SPECIALIZE IN

Ladies' Furnishing—Gifts—Art Needlework
Instructions Free

79 LISBON ST., LEWISTON, MAINE.

Say it with Ice Cream

QEORQE A. ROSS
ELM STREET

Bates 1904
Compliments of

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
LEWISTON
Main Street

Merrill & Webber Co.

\

PRINTERS AND

*»

—_ —

N» «"e
You needn't
neew

BOOKBINDERS

fr^H curette]

Blank

—

Lease -yr-

Leaf
Work
to order

Books,
Ruled
Blanks

All kinds of BOOK and JOB PRINTING- executed
In a neat, prompt and testy manner
,

AUBURN,

95 TO 99 MAIN STREET,

fSESH
in nature's way

QEO. V. TURQEON & CO.
Agents for the beautiful Gruen Watches
DIAMONDS
WATCHES
LEWISTON

80 LISBON STREET,

Excel
CLEANERS AND DYERS
10% Discount to All Bates Students
A. O. LEVTNIE,-Mgr.
Bates,

and flavor in a cigarette trace right
back to natural moisture.

If you overheat or process tobacco so harshly as
to dry out all natural moisture you drive out freshness and flavor too.
v
Camel never parches or toasts the fine Turkish and
mild Domestic tobaccos it uses—they are naturally
smooth, cool, mellow, with natural moisture retained.

That's wliy the Camel Humidor Pack proves such a
blessing In Camel smokers —it brings them a fine
cigarette fresh to start with, and fresh to smoke.
If you don't realize what natural moisture means in
genuine/res/, fires and flavor, switch to Camels and see.
Try this mild, slow-burning, throat-friendly
favorite for just one day —then leave it, if you can!
R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO COMPANY, tfinslon-Salem, N. C.

MAINE.

ATTENTION, STUDENTS!

CAMELS are never parched or toasted!
JTRESHNESS

MAINE.

'23

Compliments of

New Method Dye Works

DISTINCTIVE

Paul Carpenter
11 West Parker

r<
"r*

*

.t-TiOTOG.

CLEANING and PRESSING
TEL. 3620
MOST

COMPLETE

AND

'eyeS/li'daili
UP-TO-DATE

Luggage Store East of Boston

HAW^UPLUMMER:

Fogg's Leather Store
123 MAIN ST.,

,£*** a*ct*/?rt Jhttfto

LEWISTON, MAINE.

R. J. Reynolds Tobaccn Company's Coasl-to-Coast Radio Programs
CAMEL QUARTER HOUR. Morton Downey.
Tony Tom. and Camel Orchestra, direction
Jacques Renard, every night except Sunday,
Columbia Broadcasting System

PRINCE ALBERT QUARTER HOUR, Alle. Joy.
"Old Hunch." and Prince Albert Orchertra.
direction P«nl Von Loan, «r«ry "a**! ««»»»«
Sunday. N. B. C Red Network

Upholstery — Draperies
Window Shades

See local paper for time

Made FR£§H-Iejft £R£SH

DorJt remove the moisture-proof wrapping from your
package of Camels pfter you open it. The Camel Humidor
Pack is protection against sweaty dust and germs. Jh
of^es and horn^, even in the dry atmosphere of arUficiil hsct; ths Carnal Enmidor Pick delivers fresh Camels
ancl %eSps tketn right'zmt&the test one ha* been smoked

\
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BILL, The Barber <

J. K. CAMPBELL
37%
Tel. 3172

AM E LS

THE BEST IN TOWN
FOR WOMEN AND MEN

CHASE HALL

Sabattus Street
LEWISTON

Two Best Places To Eat—at

For GOOD CLOTHES and
FURNISHINGS

BILL WHITE'S
and Home

WHEELER CLOTHING CO,
OCT.

GAMEt
HUMIDOR
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V
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SPORTS

First Bates Football Teaffl
Loses "Friendly Game" To Tufts

f /;
i

—*

&tb Win To Eiid! freshmen Eleven
liani Season In Have No Trouble
Beating Coburn
Cross Country
Team "B" Defeats Lisbon
High School 25-30 ;
Six Victories
.—i

" The Frethman croes-.diintry team
terminated a successful season lac I
T.hur-*day when Team ■•is" iIt-!Vut.-,l
ttebon High School l» a wore of
25-30 in the last meet of the season.
'Two Lisbon runnens. Damon and
H»mel, after running a well balanced
Tface, 6howed iheir heels to the
field and finished in a lie for flrst
In.-, 18 minutes, 57 seconds. Thoir
Dearest compedltor. Chapman of the
Frosh team, finished fully a hundred yards behind the leaders. Despite the fact that Lisbon copped the
first two places, the Krosh showed
tje better balance of power and
clinched the imeet when four Bates
men, Norman, Candee, Pendleton.
and Tierney finished in a tie for
fourth place
r-.Thii6 far, team "B" has won two
meets and lost three as they hang up
tUeJr 6pikes for the season. Team
"A" has won four meets this season,
losing only to Clorham Normal
Sfchool, one of the most powerful
teams In the state.
' Summary: Bates Freshmen—Chapmftn 3; Candee, Norman. Pendleton.
Perney (tie for fourth) Total 25:
puradls 9; Frost 10; Coleman 11;
'er 13; T. Goss 15; M. Co* 16.
• Lisbon High, School—Damon 1 :
Hamel 2; Villard 8: Woodbury 12;
S|[B<&JBore 14; Total 30. CoomU- 17:
18. Time IS -minutes. 57

Buck Spinks' Bobkitten eleven had
no difficulty in demonstrating their
[gliperiorty over Coburn Classical to
the tune of 14-0 last Friday on Garceion field, n was a rather bitterly
Fought contest replete with penalties
in the Bret half, and reaching a
climax when Gtlman, a freshman
.nuai-.i. was put out of the game for
slugging.
!■ ■■ , all ;.-.-■ first half see-sawed
back and forth, but exceptional play
iiy both teams thwarted any scoring.
In the third period Stone recovera I a fumble after a punt to Seaward
on the Coburn 20 yard line. On the
next play Pricher broke away for 13
yards and a first down on the 8 yard
line as the period ended. Pricher
threw himself at the Coburn line
three times at the beginning of the
last quarter, but to no avail. On the
play. Lenzl got the assignment,
found a hole, and scored. Stone
scored the extra point.
A 30 yard run by Pricher after
the Kick-off and exchange of punts
put the ball on the 2 yard line; Pricher scored on a wide end run. and
; Stone scored the one point
finale.
In the last few minutes Coburn
scored by a passing attack against
a group of freshmen replacements.
The Summary
FltKSIIMKN
COBURN
Lynch. Cramer. Dixey, Greig le
re Hunter. Templeton
Stone. Taylor. Paul It
rt Marsh. Bailey

Bates-Colby
Continued from page i
Crabtree's place kick failed and the
score stood 7-6.
Again the Colby fans were begging
for a touchdown and Colby tried to
satisfy them Valicenti fumbled Foley's punt and Colby recovered on
the Bates 43 yard line. Peabody.
Colby's outstanding back, took a
pass and was thrown by demons on
Bates' 29 and the crowd was wild
again. Davan passed and failed...
passed again and King intercepted.
A moment later. with time short.
Valicenti passed to Sprafke and soon
again to King but was short of a
first down. Colby punted and King
was trying to pass a.s the half ended.
Bates kicked off and suffered
two penalties before the ever-dangerous Peabody broke loose for 12
yards and a first down. Ben White
and Herb Berry were raming through
the Colby backfield and demons was
tackling often and every play was
smothered until Bates got the ball
again. Colby looked dangerous again
after Chamberlain punted, and Peabody reeled off six yards. Davan
punted, Chamberlain punted, Foley
punted to Bates 20, McCluskey punted and swept in out of a clear sky
to break up a threatening Colby
pass, and Colby punted to Bates 15

Kendall, Pond. Arnold, Chandler re
le Paganucci. Pettengill
Valicenti. Gay. Sheridan qb
qb Stubbert. Seaward
Pricher. Dakin, Marques lhb
rhb Sheehan. Stegman
Aldiiili. Howard. Frangedakis. Martel rhb
lhb Dolan, Gray
Lenze. Zook. Mastalli fl>
at
fb Moore. Dustv
Score by periods:
Freshmen
6 0 0 14—14
Coburn
0 0 0
6— 6
Gilman, Carlin, CrockweU lg
Touchdowns. Lenze, Pricher, Dorg Harold
lan. Points after touchdowns. Stone.
Limlh.ilm. Uainville. Kimhall.
T_- ..
i
■
.V.—■
Eaves C
c Keardon, Casey (place kick), 2. Referee. Carroll
:.;.*n>e members of a Young Voters.'
(Hates). Umpire. McDonougb. (MaiIxtfue at Temple University take inleet i i. Taj lor, l>\ orln rg
lg Casey. Miller ne). Head linesman. Butler, (Cathas -acllve part in the local polls an
Fuller. Hill, Jackson rl . . It Landry olic U.) Time, 4-10 minute periods.
reftsters and inspectors.
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liked Chesterfield
7right
from the start
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WRVALL
LUNCH

BARNST0NE-0SG00D
Jewelers

THE COLLEGE STORE

FLANDERS

.. -

i...

feoT. aHerise A. Itilson •-..-. T"--«.
ohapel UUk at lateyetto Cci^;
yard lino. Lias plunges gained foi
related somo of the unusual mci
I5.u -s r,tid Brown tv.isted through
dent of Lafayette football in th
tackle for a flrst down as the quarter
ended.
past. In the year 1884, the higher
The last quarter was a wild and
ccore ever produced wae made ia ,
heotic one. McCluskey outpunted
gaSe w!-.h Princeton 104*0, a: *s£
Foiey and Brown got three 3rst
\fn ->^'
-,;.tn? ffor PrdoeSoB
Oh?
of
team
captains
do~n/? while C?".b" cut loose with
dssoora-e paiss.-:. Th^ sun had disThe Idea that a ".ves«ess ' -r g
began at 11 a. m.—Score is even until third
appeared and 2.0s: of the cro~:.
Jacfceted" student body nsV^: a
period—Co-eds
present
outside had 'ie^tTtad the freight can
store faTorabJe apuearance, '..-..-?
asd rooftops aid a few T^6:& lea"
students u Colnobia universit:
tDe
starred
-r
C-arnet.
Garceion,
i
ms the steads, bat Toie" ~as ::!"..
rhsi thstr Tests in the sanctum
sxaaii mnssnlar feiio— distinguish' the
throTTirs long passe; ara Bai=s
E> THOr.IAS MUSGRAVB
Columbia UnlTeastty library
!
ed
himself
and
amused
Tne
spectathreatening to break loose for anAt a time early in the history of I tors by carryta? Bo"*M*'**g**g£«
other score at any moment. In ins
The University of Vermont has
last three minutes Foiey threw an Bates, precisely 12 years after its mation Ms back seve al^ yards HH established a new honorary society
inception,
when
Mount
David
had,
hard
line
gave
Bate*
little,eet
ami
unsuccessful pass, Peabody got 14
Pi Gamma Mu, signiying "Students
yards. Foley's three passes were a more homely name, when there the score mounted steadlily. Bow of Social Sciences". The requireknocked down by Bates, Bates suf- was only Hathorn and Parker Hall doin was already ^l-e«iU«ln
for admission call for twened
«J_ ments
fered two penalties, Foley tried I on campus, and when Reverend a football sense and l°«
ty hours with an average of B, or
f
three more passes. Bates got an- Oren B. Cheney held the reins i dainfully upon Bates, especially
85 percent in any of the following
other penalty, Foley threw another Prexv now has, Bates made a falter- ter counting the score, However, courses:
Economics, psycology, soincomplete pass, and Bates got the ing "but positive start on a rather, "Vengeance ' 9 sweet", saith the ciology, education, history, political
ball. McCluskey ploughed through spotted, but brilliant athletic ca- I»rd. Note the latest athletic news science, and philosophy.
for 6 yards. Farrell got 5 and a first reer. In Parker Hall where problems from down the river.
down. Brown reeled off 4 more, of social injustice are deliberated
We can show you a varied selection of
A tabulation of features is inter- now. the good boys and girls of
C4ood
Clothing
esting. Bates punted 10 times for an l.STf. had a more universal subject
PRIZE CUPS
Good Furnishing
averaj-;.- of :S7 yards: Colby punted for conversation, as they met with
POPl LAK PRICES
18 times and averaged 42 yards to the faculty about the tables in the
FOUNTAIN PENS
the boot. Bates threw 7 forward long dinin.s room in the basement.
Haskell
&
Hopkins
passes of which 3 were completed Faint rumblings of the Harvardof all standard makes i
27 LISBON STREET
and one was intercepted: Colby Yale gridiron wars, lately started,
threw IS. completed 2 and one was and now traditional, stirred some
LADIES' SILK UMBRELLAS
intercepted. Bates made 10 flrst bold progressives at Bates. The feeldowns to Colby's S. Bates was penal- ing became a movement that gained
LADIES'
ized i) times for a total of 55 yards; impetus with the formation of two
Colby wat set back 6 times for 50 football clubs, not rivals, but each
LEATHER HANDBAGS
sponsoring an eleven. Strangely
yards in all.
enough, one of the captains who
Summary:
LEATHER BILLFOLDS
started Bates in 1875 bore the same
BATES
* COLBY name as the man who rejuvenated 44 Bates St.
Geo. E. Schmidt
Tooniey. Murphy le
BOOK ENDS
the Bobcat three years ago—Morey.
re Wilson, Bryan Is there a story of a "finger of desThe
Blue
Line
Berry, Mandlestam It
CLOCKS
tiny?Lewlston—Eumford—Farmington
rl Crabtree, Allen
Tufts asks for gvtnw
l.v
White. Gordon lg
At any rate, word of the activity
7.4S A.M.. 12.35 P.M.. 4.25 P.M.
ot all kinds
rg Webster. Putnam, Foster, Hucke travelled south, and Tufts College I.v Rumford—
_„
_ _„
7.85
A.M.,
12.25
P.M.,
4.15
P.M.
demons c
asked for a "friendly game". If we
c Draper. O'Donnell. Clement believe that there is nothing new I.v Farmington—
7.30 A.M.. 12.20 P.M., 4.10 P.M.
Soba rg ... lg Allen, Stiegler, Mills under the sun, the co-eds' enthuSTANDARD
TIME
Hall rt
It Dexter siasm was boundless when we learn
COMPANY
Swett, Jekanoweki re
that "every man. tall and short,
Fred C. McKenney
le Hersey, Malcolm. Locke lean and stout, quick and slow, acMcDonald, Valicenti qb
tive and clumsy took advantage of
64 Sabattus Street
qb Johnstone the opportunity to immortalize himself. With tho newly-purchased
Brown. King lhb
CITIES SERVICE GASOLINE
rhb Violette, Alden ball, a vigorous system of kicking
and LUBRICATINO OILS
Farrell, Sprafke rhb
and tearing of clothes began." En50 LISBON STREET
WASHIW, ami GREASING
couraged
by
the
fierce
skill
of
some
lhb Foley, Davan, Alden
men.
the
challenge
was
accepted,
Lewiston, Maine
Chamberlain. McClueky fb
N*'art>st
Gasoline Station
to College
fb Thomas, Peabody, Alden, Perkins and the rules were procured and
-+
studied. Enthusiasm even extended
Score by periods:
Bates
0 7 0 0—7 to laying off a field. The Lewlston
Colby
o 6 o o—6 Journal lias recorded for posterity
Touchdowns: Bates, King; Colby, that "the visitors arrived for the
Peabody. Point after touchdown. game wilh all their friends early on
Bates:
Valicenti, (drop kick). Nov. 6."
ALWAYS WELCOME
At 11 o'clock two motley crewe
i
lined up, with Tufts kicking against
■+
the wind. Evidently Bates won the
flrst toss,—a good omen. After alternative advances and repulses by
both teams, the visitors managed to
score toward the close of the first
half hour, and added another tally
near the end of an hour. By means
not preserved for posterity. Bates
College Men Appreciate Our Clothes
evened the score in the third half
AUBURN. MAINE
62 COURT STREWr
hour. The resourceful predecessor
on Rockne on the Tufts' bench,
however, noticed a lamed man in
the fray, and sent in his first replacement. An observer not en that
RUBBER and OIL CLOTHING and all kinds of
"being fresh he eluded the affectionate hands of the Bates' tacklers and
Canvas and Rubber Footwear
hurried to place the ball over the
line for the winning points."
Although disappointed. the DeLEWISTON RUBBER COMPANY
cember "Student" was consoled beAUGUSTA
LEWISTON
cause "the men learned the points
thai dimly established the game,
and pleasant acquaintances with
Arthur "Gilli" Dumais INoURIliD (/Al)b
Israel Winner
Tufts were formed." Over fifty
years later the Student is pleased to
announce an endurance record, and
24 Hour Service
For Real Courteous Service
25 Cents Local Eate
points with pride to an interrupted
exhibition of perpetual motion.
UNION
SQUARE
TAXI
CO.,
171
Main
Street
No efforts made next year
LEWISTON MAINE
The "Student" was perplexed a
year later when no efforts were
made to reorganize the sport. Mr.
Bring Your Films To Us For Developing
Cntte may find space in his scrapbook for the editor's opinion, "that
and Finishing
the expense is so trifling that none
21
HOUR
SERVICE
can present an objection."
Two years pass and the student
body was again, in 1S79. oblivious to
3 Minutes from the Campus
the plea of the "Student" to the
Tel. 1817-W
campus heroes: Tut, Mac, big Davis, and Long Twaddle to "use
our big feet in a worthy cause."
Students were the same then as
now. and putting study foremost,
football was forgotten until 1889,
The Moccasin House
when at an Athletic Association
33 SABATTUS STREET
meeting. 18 men were named for a
DEALER IN HIOH GRADE MOCCASINS,
squad. There were no Calvin CooTENNIS SHOES AND RUBBERS
SHOES
REPAIRED
AND RECONDITIONED TO LOOK LIKV XEW
lidges, Mussolinis, and Aimee McPhersons. to encourage these adventurous souls who. also lacking
the 1931 psychologists, Morey and
T?
X\T C^l AT)1/
Registered Druggist
Spinks. tackled Bowdoin, three
AV
»
" » • VL/illVlV
pure Drugs and Medicines
weeks later, not at Lewiston, but at
PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY
Brunswick, for—but that is a difAlso, APOLLO CHOCOLATES
ferent story. 300 people saw Bates
lose 62-0 in the first game ever
Corner Bates and Main Street
LEWISTON, MAINE
played between Maine colleges.
Captain Emery. Hoffman, and William Garceion. now a trustee and
popular
Back-to-Bates
speaker
"A Complete Banking Service"

TAXI CALL 4040 TAXI

O, I don't know a blessed thing
about how cigarettes are made. But,
of course, 1 would want the tobacco to
be PURE. And then I've heard that the
blending is very important. I'd want that
to be done just right.
"Then the paper. I don't like paper
that you can taste—or smell when it's
burning. I'd want that pure too.
Another thing. I want to smoke whenever I feel like it—without worrying about
smoking too many. So I want my pga
rettes MILD.
But the main thing, of course, is
TASTE. I don't care for over-sweetened cigarettes. I much prefer those that
are just sweet enough.
Chesterfield seems to satisfy in every
one of these ways. That is why I'd rather
have a Chesterfield."

'N

"THE QUALITY SHOP

PEOPLES SHOE SHOP

Lewiston Trust Company
Lewiston, Maine

"

We Solicit the Business of Bates Students
Compliments of

J. W. White Co.

LEWISTON MONUMENTAL
WORKS
ARTISTIC MEMORIALS
James P. Murphy Co.

6 to 10 Bates St., LEWISTON.
Telephone 4634-R

oMOKERS tire of too much sweetness
in a cigarette, and they don't like rawness.
For a steady diet, they want a cigarette
like CHESTERFIELD — a mild and mellow smoke, free from any over-sweetness
or any harshness or bitterness. That's
why more and more smokers every day
are changing to CHESTERFIELD.
Good . . . they've got to be good.

GOOGIN
FUEL CO.

COAL and WOOD
You will like your Photos, also,

HOT TOASTED SANDWICHES

125 MAIN STREET

\

\

I,

Tel. 228

Pastry and Hot Coffee
at our Fountain

Jordan's Drug Store
ON THE CORNER

51 COLLEGE STREET

i

\

1800
67 Elm Street
AUBURN

if made by

DORA CLARK TASH
I'll 1 ill I ill

1801
Phones
114 Bates Street
LEWISTON

i

Lewiston Shoe Hospital
7

SABATTUS ST.
We Specialize in

REPAIRING LOTUS SHOES
Agent, Johnny Rogers, 9 East Parker

According to the nation-wide poll
ot College Stories Magazine, college
men prefer college women as life
companions, because they have "it",
Intelligence, and a knowledge ot the
higher values of Ufa,

V

